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1 - Sonic met Amy

One fine sunny little Planet.
Rachel Amy's friend came around the table talking to her normally, then all sudden she felt something
warm.
Rachel: Amy?
Amy smiles: Yes?
Rachel: Do you feel that?
Amy frowns: Feel what?
Rachel: Something tells me... your ganna leave this country and be with someone.
Amy laughs: Yeah right... That would never happen.
Rachel: Yea but.. don't you feel it?
Amy tried to feel it but she laughed afterwards.
Amy: You gatta be joking?
Rachel: No... Am not.
Amy: Ok.. what do you feel?
Rachel: I feel.. something is coming and its bad but good.. but you end up with them. It's blue and green
eyes.. also you love him.
Amy frowns: I don't love nobody Rachel.
Rachel smiles: Well.. my heart tells me you meet someone.
Amy laughed.

The other side far from them, there was a plaine and yellow looking fox and blue hedgehog? This blue
guy didn't seem happy he hopped out the plaine.
His name was Sonic.
Sonic: Man, Eggman could be around and we stuck here with this plaine crushed!
Tailes: Well. We did try.
Sonic looks far away from them and sees the villege? He wanted to know where the river was?
Tailes was fixing his plaine.
Sonic: I see the villege. I am going over there.
Tailes: Alright, i'll catch ya later if I can.
Sonic smiles: It's alright.

Sonic started to speed fast not just fast but fast like a second from here to Scotland that fast but in one
second.
Anyway Sonic got to the villege and saw no one was out about.
He saw a pink hedgehog and purple cat looking. He smiles and walked over.

Sonic: Excuse me?
Amy: Yes. Hi.. I haven't seen you around?
Sonic smiles: Yes.. I am Sonic.
Rachel rise her eyebrows: Sonic the Hedgehog.
Sonic: Yup! That's me.
Rachel: Cool!!! I know you and I heard alot about you.



Amy frowns: Ok.. Can we help you?
Sonic: Yea, have you see a strange looking robot around here?
Amy: No sorry?
Sonic smiles: Ok, No problem.
Amy frowns and think: He looks cute.
Rachel run inside the house.
Sonic: Well am off.
Amy: May I ask what you looking for? Or who?
Sonic: A guy name Dr.Eggman and looking for a place called River?
Amy smiles: Oh. I go there everytime.
Sonic smiles: Oh yeah. Can you take me?
Amy: Sure.
Sonic: But... its dangerouse so.. stay close to me and when I say go you run home.
Amy frowns: Fair enough.

Sonic picks up Amy and runs while she tells him where to go.
As they got to the river. Amy smiles and felt warmth on Sonic's chest.
Amy looked at Sonic while he had her in his arms, he was to busy to notice she was looking, he was
busy running.
Sonic then stopped and let her down.

Sonic: Ok, thanks for your help.
Amy smiles: Anytime.
Sonic smiles: You should leave.
Amy: Why?
Sonic: Go back home.
Amy looked down the ground and felt sad. She slowly walked back then Sonic felt bad.
Sonic: excuse me.
Amy: Yeah?
Sonic: Don't worry, stick by me. Am Sonic.
Amy smiles: Am Amy Rose.
Sonic then saw a bang and there he was Dr.Eggman.

Eggman: Well,well, well, If it isn't Sonic's new girlfriend.
Amy frowns: I just met him?
Sonic also frowns: Just met her.
Eggman laughs and took Amy by his robot hand.
Eggman: Want her.. get her.
Sonic frowns: Let her go Eggballs.
Eggman frowns: Ha. No!
Sonic saw Robots coming after him about 6 Robots, Sonic bounced on them and attacked them by his
fist.Then he jumped on the robots to grab Amy of Dr.Eggman, then he run fast and hit Eggman's base
robot and he went flying.

Eggman: I'll get you for this Sonic the Hedgehog!!!!

Eggman then flew away. Sonic smiles and put Amy down.



Sonic: You alright miss?
Amy: Yeah. Thankyou.

Amy blushes, Sonic fakly smiles.
Sonic carried Amy all the way back home.
He then went to Tailes.

Sonic: How is the plaine coming on?
Tailes smiles: It's working now. Oh Sonic.. How was the Eggman?
Sonic smiles: It was good. Met few ladies on the way.
Tailes winks: Oh yeah.. good looking ones?
Sonic: Yeah.
Tailes saw pink quills behind Sonic.
Tailes: Er... Sonic?
Sonic looked behind him and he jumped.
Sonic: You!
Amy smiles: I want to come with you.
Tailes giggle and thought: She's the good looking one.
Sonic: You can't come.
Amy: Why not?
Sonic: You to young.
Amy looks down: Oh ok... I don't have no parents.
Tailes felt sad: Oh Sonic.. let her come.
Sonic: But..
Amy: Please Sonic..
Sonic: Fine.. but it will be dangerous like you saw that eggman.
Amy smiles happily: Thanks! I will protect myself.
Sonic:Yeah.

As they hop in the plaine. Amy was infront of Sonic's lap, Tailes whisper to Sonic.
Tailes: So she's good looking one then?
Sonic frowns: Shut up.

End Part 1



2 - Amy meets Sonic's gang

One fine sunny morning as Tailes landed at their appartment,
Tailes hopped out and Sonic hopped out also and Amy.
They was still surprise that they let Amy tagg along.

Sonic: So.. how old are you?
Amy: Am 8.
Sonic smiles: Good. am 13.
Tailes: Am 8 too.
Amy frowns: Goodie.

They walked in Tailes house and sat down, Amy saw emerald's on the table
it looked so shiney and glitterie, she smiles.

Amy: Sonic.. what's this?
Sonic went front of the emeralds: It's diamonds.
Amy grins and put her hands together: Wow... can I touch one?
Sonic fakly laughs: No not at the moment. It's not good to touch.
Amy frowns: Why?
Tailes came over: It's something like a project, that I and Sonic is working on,.
Sonic: Yeah.
Amy shrug her shoulders and sits back down.

Sonic looked at the emeralds and put them in the bag.
Amy watched Sonic going into the room and close the door.
Tailes smiles and heard a door knock.
Then he went over to open ... it was a squirrel brown looking girl.
Amy frowns wondering who she was?

Tailes: Hello, Sally.
Sally smiles: Hey... *sees Amy* Who she?
Tailes smiles: That's Amy Rose, we met her in little Planet.
Sally came over: Hello, Am Princess Sally Acorn.
Amy frowned: I didn't know there is a princess Sally?
Sally smiles: Yeah, known around here.
Amy: Ok, hi.
Sonic came out and saw Sally: Hello, Sal.

Sally kisses Sonic's cheeks, Amy was abit jealouse.
Sonic smiles and went over to Tailes, Amy frowns Sally went to follow Sonic.
Amy then went into the room where Sonic was in. She saw 7 emeralds all together, her eyes was
sparkle and her hands
was clutched together, her mouth was open thinking wow this is real shiney diamonds.



She touched them. Then she felt weird, she frowned.

Amy: What the????

Tailes and Sonic also Sally saw shiney light coming from the bedroom.
Sonic frowned also Tailes and Sally. They was thinking what's going on.. then the shine went off. But
before they went back in
the house, they saw the front door openeing.
They was surprise to see a grown up pink fured lady, she had pink dress, pink white boots heels and her
hair was out with red hairband,
she had beautiful green emerald eyes like Sonic's. They was shock.

Tailes: Amy????
Amy giggles and put her 2 fingers up: Hiya!
Sonic was so shock: Oh what happened?
Amy smiles: Well... those 7 emeralds made me older.
Sally: How old are you?
Amy: 12.
Sonic gasped:1 year younger than me... well am older but still.
Amy smiles: Yeah.
Sally: Wow. an 8 year old change to 12.. in a second.

Sonic and Sally looked one and other. Thinking what happened? Why she changed to 12.
Tailes smiles.

Tailes: I think I know why she changed to 12.
Sonic: Why?
Tailes: Because she's meant to be... maybe the emeralds think she should be 12. Because its her
prober age or something.. I dont know exactly.
Sonic frowns: Weird?
Sally: Well...
Amy: Well.. I need a new place of my own.
Sally: She has a point. She's not 8 year old anymore.
Sonic frowns at Sally. Sally smiles.

-New House-

Sonic and Amy walked towards the new house, it was just the only house,
Amy smiles and looks at Sonic.

Amy: I love this house.
Sonic frowns: But you didn't look inside?
Amy smiles: Oh it looks wonderful.
Sonic roll his eyes: Lets go inside.

They walked inside the house, it was beautiful, Amy was right it was wonderful.
Sonic smiles and put his hands on his hips.



Sonic: Looks good.
Amy: I know. Sonic..
Sonic looks at Amy: Yeah?
Amy: I love you.
Sonic frowns: Amy.. I have Sally.
Amy: Oh ok.. nevermind.
Sonic: Well am off.
Amy: Ok.

Sonic smiles and speeds off, Amy fold her arms.
She looked around it was plane walls and nothing in the house. But the garden is beautiful. Nice green
area.
Amy thought what Rachel said.. "She wil love this blue guy"
Amy thought also why she love him? Why him?
Amy smiles and started painting the walls pink and white.

-Tailes Appartment-

Tailes laugh: She said she loves you.
Sonic: Yeah..
Tailes: Well.. do you?
Sonic: No! *frowned*
Tailes: Chill, anyway just a young girl crush.
Sonic smiles: Suppose. Anyway where's Knucklehead?
Tailes: I Don't know? Why?
Sonic: He said he's...*sees him* Nevermind.
Knuckles smiles: Hey buddy!
Sonic: Alright?
Knuckles: Yeah, what did you want?
Sonic frowns: Thanks. *smiles* Well there's this pink hedgehog name Amy Rose.. She's gana join with
us.
Knuckles frowns: Right... is she cute?
Sonic: Er...
Tailes: Of cause, she's better than being 8 year old?
Knuckles frowns: Ok...
Sonic: She was 8 then she touched 7 emeralds and changed to 12.
Knuckles: Ok... now that's weird... now that's what you don't get everyday?
Tailes frowns: I know.. I tried to touch it but wont let me transform. Typical!!!
Knuckles smiles: Oh well, so when she coming or whatever?
Sonic: Come on!

-Amys Appartment-

Amy smiles and took her apron off and her green gloves.
The room was pink and white.
It was good.



She heard a door knock, She went to answer it, she saw Sonic and red looking guy.

Amy: Hello?
Sonic: Hey, this is Knuckles my mate.
Knuckles smiles: Hey.
Amy smiles: Hello, welcome.
Knuckles came in the house, he was surprise but the colour.. it's pink and white.
He smiles.

Knuckles: I suppose you like pink then?
Amy smiles: Yeah.
Knuckles: Cool, so your new in our member?
Amy: Yeah,
Sonic: So.. you coming tonight?
Amy frowns: What's on?
Knuckles smiles: Well. We having a party.
Amy smiles: I love parties.
Knuckles: Cool! Well see you later.
Sonic smiles: Yeah. Catch ya later. I'll pick ya up. 7pm.
Amy: Cool!
Sonic and Knuckles speed off, Amy jumps for joy.

-Party tonight-
Amy worned Pink high heel shoes and pink dress
She straightened her hair, she heard a door knock.
She aanswered it and it was Sonic.

Sonic: Ready?
Amy smiles: Yeah.
Sonic hold Amy and speed off.

-Sally's Palace-

Sally had alot of people at her party.
She smiles.
She saw Sonic and Amy together just walked in, she smiles,

Sally: Hello, Amy. Hello babe.
Sonic smiles: Hey.
Sonic kisses Sal's lips and walked over to Tailes & Knuckles.
Sally smiles: So...
Amy fakly smiles: Hi...
Sally: Erm...
Sally frowns and walks over to Sonic.
Amy looked around and saw a yellow figure looking rabbit.
She went over to Amy.



Rabbit: Hello.
Amy smiles: Hey.
Rabbit: Erm.. am Cream.
Amy: Am Amy Rose.
Cream smiles: Cool!! I suppose your new member?
Amy: Yeah. you?
Cream: Nah, I been init ages. But I always see Mr.Sonic and Miss.Sally.
Amy smiles: Cool.

Cream and Amy talked for ages. Sonic looks over Sally's shoulders to see Amy, see if shes ok.
He smiles. Sally and Sonic dance but he few times look at Amy and she been dancing with Cream few
times or Knuckles.
It was fun party for all of them.
End of Party.
Sonic and Amy went back to Her place.
Amy smiles.

Amy: I hada great night.
Sonic smiles: Yeah me too, shame didn't come see you.
Amy: Yeah, busy with Sally though.
Sonic fakly smiles: Yeah.
Amy: Well am here.
Sonic smiles: Yeah, well see you tomorrow.
Amy: Yeah.

As years go by... Amy been captured by Eggman alot of times and Sonic keeps getting her from eggman
and destoy Eggman's base and everything like we all know.
Amy always chase after Sonic and Sonic always runs away from her, Sally left after 2 years. Sonic didn't
want to be with Sally to be a prince
he didn't want to be nomore. He wanted be Sonic the Hedgehog and save people.
Shadow,Rouge came into the story now.
Amy is now 15 and Sonic 16.
...
One fine shiney night, the moon came out.
Sonic was at the mountains.
Amy came to him.

Amy: Hey, Sonica!
Sonic kept looking at the moon, without looking at Amy.
Amy: Sonica?
Sonic: What?!?
Amy: Erm.. just wanna say hi.
Sonic: Yeah.. hi.
Amy felt shivers like something is up?
Amy: Sonic? Is there something happened?
Sonic: No!
Amy: Erm.. your not talking like you used to. Is something bothering you?



Sonic frowned: Yeah.. you! You always chase after me 2 years. And its annoring. I don't love you Amy. I
dont wana be with you
I hate running away from you. But i have to cause you always hugging me and annoring me! So all am
saying is I don't love you!

Amy felt really upset she had tears.
Sonic felt bad: Amy.... I..
Amy: Shut up!
Amy went running, Sonic smack his head with his hand.
After hurting her feelings, he felt weird himself. He felt something is bad?
He wasn't sure why he felt like that.
Sonic was really feeling upset.
Amy kept on running and bumped into Shadow.

Shadow smiles: Hey.
Amy didn't say anything, Shadow looked at Amy.
Shadow loose smile: Amy.. what is it?
Amy: S...Sonic.
Shadow: What he do now?
Amy: He... he.. hates me.
Shadow went to his house with Amy.
Amy put her head onto Shadow's shoulder's and cried...
Shadow tries to comfort her.
Shadow: Don't worry.

-Tailes House-

Tailes saw Sonic coming in looking upset.
Tailes frowns: What's wrong Sonic?
Sonic: Nothing.
Tailes: Do tell?
Sonic: I... I hurted Amy's feelings.
Tailes: Well.. you do need tell her you don't love her.
Sonic frowns: But... I do.
Tailes was shock: You seriouse?
Sonic looks at Tailes and his hands.
Sonic walked towards the bedroom.
Tailes was shock..

Will Sonic try get Amy back to him again?
End Part 2





3 - Sonic wants Amy

Week later:
It was raining heaviely, Amy woke up. She was at Shadow's house.
Shadow smiles and makes Amy pancakes.
Amy smiles.

Amy: It's wonderful smell.
Shadow smiles: Thanks, try it.
Amy smiles and tries it and it was brilliant.
Amy: mm, its wonderful.
Shadow smiles: That's good.
Amy: Yeah. Well.. I wanna say thankyou for looking after me. When I was breakdown.
Shadow: It's okey, Sonic was wrong.
Amy: Yeah, well am over him.

-Tailes-

Sonic woke up and sits beside his bed and sees Amy and him in the picture.
He smiles and had a teardroup on the photo.
He heard a knock.

Tailes: Sonic?
Sonic: Hey.
Tailes: You feel ok?
Sonic: Yeah, you know what.
Tailes: What?!?
Sonic: Am going to Amy's, tell her everything.
Tailes: Yeah, you should.
Sonic smiles: Yeah.. I do love her. I know I do..
Tailes smiles: Well go ahead.
Sonic grins and speeds out the house, Tailes loose a smile.
Tailes: Good luck.

-Amy's-

Shadow speeds to her house with Amy.
Amy then got down by Shadow and smiles.

Amy: Thank you.
Shadow smiles: It's alright.
Amy: Well, you should come inside.
Shadow: You sure?
Amy: Yeah.



Shadow came inside. Amy smiles and cause Shadow's place is black and red she got so use to
that colour and coming back in pink and white she smiles.
Shadow smiles: Well.. hope you ok?
Hears a door knock. Amy went to answer it and was Sonic.

Amy: Sonic?
Sonic: Amy.
Shadow came over: Sonic?
Sonic: Shadow?!?!?!
Sonic was shock.
Shadow: Why you here?
Sonic: Cause.. come to see Amy... What you doing here?
Amy: Came to look after me, when you break my heart.
Amy walked back in the house, Sonic came in and Shadow went to the kitchen.

Sonic: You with Shadow?
Amy frowns: No?
Sonic smiles: Oh ok,
Amy: Why?
Sonic: I love you.
Amy frowns: You tell me you love me... what about. Oh I don't love you and don't want you to chase me
and blah.
Sonic felt bad: yeah but... I didn't relise it was something.
Amy: Right.
Sonic: Am sorry.
Amy: Right... Well.. I think I like someone else.
Sonic frowns: Who?
Amy: Maybe Shadow.
Sonic: So.. yo like him then?
Amy: Maybe.
Sonic: But...
Amy: Look you had your chance and you blew it.. So just get out.
Sonic walks out the house. Then he had tears.

Shadow came in: Anything happen?
Amy smiles: Nah.
Amy kiss Shadow's lips, Shadow fakly smiles.
Shadow: Erm...
Amy got up from the chair and fold her arms.

Amy: Am sorry.
Shadow smiles: It's ok.
Amy: Everytime I like someone... they don't like back.
Shadow laughs: It's ok.
Amy: But your laughing.
Shadow got up and kiss Amy's lips. Then they kissed passionally.
Amy and Shadow release each other.



Then it was slience between the two.

-Knuckles-

Knuckles laughs: You kidding? Am not giving you my emeralds.
Rouge: Fine, I guess i have to fight you for it.
Knuckles frowned: You really want them badly.
Rouge: Yeah.
Knuckles: Lets make a deal?
Rouge: What?
Knuckles: I kiss you and give them to you.
Rouge frowns and puzzeled: No.
Knuckles: Like i would wana kiss you.
Rouge: Give,
KNuckles: Nah!
Knuckles took the emeralds and flew away from Rouge.
Rouge frowns: Typical.

-Tailes-

Tailes: So how did you amy go?
Sonic: Not good. She likes Shadow.
Tailes: Oh... how?
Sonic: I don't know.. I suppose he's been there for her.
Tailes: You the one upsetted her.
Sonic frowns: I do know.
Tailes: Yeah well.
Knuckles came: Hide these.
Sonic frowns: Why?
Knuckles: Rouge wants them.
Sonic grabbed them and put them in the house.
Knuckles saw Rouge.
Rouge: You.
Knuckles: Me?!
Sonic and Tailes went behind Knuckles back ish'.
Sonic: Get a life.
Rouge: I want my emeralds.
Sonic: Who what.
Rouge frowns: Or... I'll fight.
Sonic and Tailes laugh then Knuckles fakly laugh.
Rouge flew off somewhere else.
Sonic: What a woman.
Knuckles; I know.
Tailes: Tell me, you fight her?
Knuckles: Erm... no.
Sonic frowns: You did... didn't you?
Knuckles: Still. She wanted my emeralds.



Sonic: Oh well..

Shadow and Amy came over.
Shadow: Hey, everyone.
Knuckles: You missed the chick girl.
Shadow frowns: Oh yeah?
Tailes: It was Rouge.
Shadow: Ha, she can't touch a fly.
Sonic fakly smiles: Yeah.
Amy: Hi.
Sonic: Hey.
Tailes: So.. what should we do?
Knuckles: Lets go to Cassino.
Sonic: Yeah.

-Cassino-

As they got there, they saw Mina.
Mina smiles: Hey!
Everyone but Amy went over to her.

Mina: Hiya
Sonic: What you doing here?
Mina: Came to see you guys.
Sonic: Long time.
Knuckles: Yeah, been 2 years.
Mina: I know, Sorry I left.
Knuckles: Its ok.
Sonic smiles: Well we going in Cassino, wanna join.
Mina: Sure.
Amy came up: hi, Mina.
Mina fakly smiles: Hey.
Amy and Mina didn't much like each other because Mina was Sonic's ex girlfriend.
Mina: Well lets go in.

-Cassino-
They all saw people playing around on games and that.
Sonic saw Amy laughing with Shadow and kissing him, he was feeling jealouse.
Sonic saw Mina with him.

Mina: So how you been?
Sonic: Alright. you?
Mina: Alright, just chillen.
Sonic: Cool.

Sonic walks off and went to Amy and Shadow.
Mina frowns.



Sonic: hey.
Amy smiles: Hi.
Sonic: Er..can we talk?
Amy: Sure.
Amy kisses Shadow's lips and walks with Sonic into the bathroom.

Amy: What is it?
Sonic: Look... I am sorry about last week?
Amy: Well.. it dont matter, am over it. Am over us now. So we mates again.
Sonic looks down and took Amy's hands.
Sonic: I want us to betogether.
Amy looks at Sonic's hands holding her's.
Amy: Er.. Sonic.
Sonic: I wana be with you.
Amy: Sonic.. am with Shadow.
Sonic: Yeah and we can work it out.
Amy: I lwant to be with Shadow.. you broke my heart.
Sonic: Am sorry.

Shadow talks to Mina: What's up with Sonic?
Mina: I don't know. I was hoping Sonic and I could get back together.
Shadow smiles: That would be good.
Mina: Yeah, I don't know at the moment tho.
Shadow frowns: How comes?
Mina: He's not intrested in me like before.
Shadow: Ok.. well keep trying.
Mina: True.
Shadow: Anyway its nice see you back.
Mina smiles: Thanks.

Amy: We can't Sonic. I did loved you but am with Shadow. And he looks after me.
Sonic: But I always there for you.
Amy: Still. He was there when I was upset.
Sonic: I always there when your upset.
Amy took her hands back away from Sonic.
Amy: Look you know how it feels to be me now. Just... leave me.
Amy walks away from Sonic, but Sonic grabbed Amy's hands and kissed her on the lips,
she was surprise then she close her eyes while they kiss, Sonic slowly let go.
Sonic: Tell me you don't feel that.
Amy:... *looks at Sonic* I can't.

Shadow came over to Amy: Hey.
Amy: Hey.
Amy kisses Shadow's lips and looks at Sonic.
Sonic: Well am off to see Mina,.
Shadow: Yo' Sonic.
Sonic: What?



Shadow: Mina likes you again, she wanna date with you.. we should have double date.
Sonic smiles: Yeah, we should.
Amy fakly smiles: yeah.

-Dinner-

Sonic,Mina, Shadow and Amy went in the posh dinner place.
Amy was abit weird to see Mina and Sonic together.

Amy: Hey.
Mina: Hiya.
Sonic: Hey.
Shadow: Lets seat.
As they all sat around the table, Sonic few times look at Amy, Amy look at Sonic few times.
Amy went to the bathroom.
Sonic followed her,
Shadow frowns.
Mina: So...
Shadow: What drink you like?
Mina: Coke.

Bathroom-
Sonic waitied in the waiting room. Amy came out she was shock to see Sonic.

Amy: What you doing?
Sonic press his lips onto Amy's lips and she returned the kiss,
Amy slowly put her arms around Sonic's neck, Sonic kiss her cheeks.
Sonic slowly let go.

Sonic: I want you.
Amy: But...
Sonic: Please.

Shadow and Mina saw what happened.
Shadow: Amy?
Mina: Sonic?
Sonic and Amy was shock to see them looking.

Amy: Shadow.
Sonic: Mina?

End Part 3...
What happen next...





4 - Sonic loves Amy

Shadow and Mina walked out the dinner place.
Sonic didn't bother chase after Mina, Amy went after Shadow.

Amy: Shadow!
Shadow turned to look at Amy: Why Amy!
Amy had tears: Am sorry.
Shadow: But you kissed him. So you used me.
Amy: I did not use you.
Shadow: Whatever.

Shadow speed off, Sonic came towards Amy.
Sonic: Am sorry.
Amy frowns: Stay away from me Sonic.
Sonic: But..
Amy: Just stay away.
Amy runned across the road without looking, Sonic notice the car coming towards her really fast
Sonic tried speed towards her
Sonic: Amy!!!
Amy looked at Sonic but then... bang it hited Amy.
The car stopped the guy came out the car quickly to Amy, Sonic was shock.
Some people started dealing 999 for the hospital and some went around Amy and was shock.
Sonic came fourth towards Amy.

Sonic: Amy?
No answer, Sonic felt her hand had pulse but beating slowly.
he begin to had tears then Shadow saw people running and ambelance coming behind him.
He frowned and followed the ambeliance,
then it lead him to Amy.

Shadow: What happened?!?
Sonic look at Shadow: She... run over by a car.
Shadow frowns: Why?
Sonic: She was trying... get away from me.
Shadow begin to had tears.

-Hospital-

Sonic and Shadow was sitting down in the waiting room,
Shadow saw Sonic looking down the ground whloe time and having tears. He kept looking at him
but he was abit upste aswell but he went over to Sonic.

Shadow: S...Sonic.



Sonic: Shadow.
Shadow put his hand onto Sonic's shoulder.
Shadow: Sorry... mates?
Sonic looks at Shadow: Ok.... what about Amy?
Shadow had a small smile: I think she rather be with you than me.
Sonic frowns: But... she likes you and wana be with you.. she wanted to run away from me.
Shadow smiles: Yeah... but I know deep down she likes you still.
Sonic looks down didn't say anything else, Shadow loose the smile and sat down.
Then Sonic and Shadow saw Knuckles,Tailes, Cream & Rouge.

Knuckles: I heard about Amy.. by people.
Rouge: Is she ok?
Shadow: Don't know, they doing what they can.
Then Tailes saw Sonic sitting down looking down the floor. He went over to Sonic.
Tailes: Sonic?
Sonic: Hey.
Tailes: How you going?
Sonic: Alright.
Then dr came out to tell Sonic and gang about Amy.

Sonic stood up: Is Amy ganna be ok?
Dr looks down: She will be but... she won't remember much what happened. Till later.
Sonic: Oh ok.
Dr: Yeah, but besides that... She's fine.
Sonic went in the room and see's Amy.
Amy saw Sonic she smiles

Amy: Hey, Sonic.
Sonic smiles: Hiya.
Amy: What... what happened?
Sonic lose the smile: Nothing...
Amy: You always funny Sonica.

Amy remembers up to before Sonic said about love her. So she can't remember
that he said that to her..

Sonic smiles: Do you remember anything?
Amy frowns: No... am i suppose to?
Sonic: You don't remember lastnight or 3weeks or that?
Amy looks down: Be honset... I don't... remember anything. Last time I remember is that I walked away
from you. Cause you was
mean to me.. thats about it.
Sonic: So you don't remember you went out with Shadow?
Amy frowns: I did?
Sonic: oh...
Shadow came in: Hey.
Amy fakly smiles: Hi... I believe we went out?



Shadow giggles: Yeah we did.. but. We broke up.
Amy: We did? How comes?
Shadow loose the smile and Sonic looks down.
Amy frowns: What.. happened?
Shadow: You kissed Sonic behind my back.
Amy looks down: Oh.
Shadow smiles: But... am over it... you can have Sonic... I just want you be happy.

Shadow walks away.
Amy: Shadow.
Shadow looks back and smiles: It's ok.. really...
Amy smiles: you sure?
Shadow: Yeah. you was upset and I knew you still like him.
Amy smiles: Thankyou.
Shadow give Sonic two thumbs up and left.
Sonic kisses Amy's forhead.

Sonic: Am sorry.
Amy: For what?
Sonic: For.. you running off like that and be rude to you. And this.
Amy: It's not your falt. Sonica. I love you.
Sonic smiles: I love you too.
Amy: Well... I don't care what i forgot.. cause I know I want to be with you and always will.
Sonic cuddles Amy.

Aw bless the two hedgehog's have each other.
They two love each other always did and will.
Well...
That's the end of the story
Hope you all like it =D
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